SLTE Summer 2019 – Draft Agenda

- Pre-Conference Work and Pre-Conference Meeting with NAIS Staff

**Day 1**
- Leadership and Change Theory
- Organizational Learning Frameworks
- Collaboration/Teamwork/Consensus-Building
- Working as a Team/Team Workshop

**Day 2**
- Mountain Metaphor, Breaking Down Boulders, and Forces Acting on Now Town
- Supply-Side vs. Demand-Side Innovation
- Jobs-to-be-Done (JTBD) Research and How it Relates to School Contexts
- Strategic Plan Analysis Using JTBD
- The “Real vs. Ideal” and “Espousals vs. Experience”
- Problem Identification/Utilizing Data/Finding a Focus
- Intro to Root Cause Analysis
- Choosing Your Challenge

**Day 3**
- Unpacking for Clarity and Action (Template)
- Systems Thinking: Using a School Example/Prototype to Put Through the Systems Map
- Designing Demand-Side Innovations: Time for Teams to Put a Challenge Through the System
- Kano Model
- Consequence Analysis
- Project Chartering/Action Planning
- Taking It Back to Your School

**Virtual Post Institute Sessions:**
Progress Check 1
Strengthening Implementation and Evaluation
Progress Check 2